The Network for Advancing and Evaluating the Societal Impact of Science, a young, international network,
managed by ScienceWorks. We bring together stakeholders in academia, government, industry and society
to exchange best-practices for measuring, evaluating and stimulating societal impact. To help us further
develop this network and its activities, as well as to conduct the research for the “valorisatie-ranking”,
we are looking for a committed:

Intern “Measuring Impact of Science”
In this position you will be (jointly) responsible for:
 The organisation of an international Webinar and Training course in Vienna for science policy
makers and science funders, as well as the international Conference on “Optimising Impact of
Social Sciences and Humanities” in Cardiff;
 Conducting the research for the “Valorisatie-ranking” to be published in Elsevier;
 Maintaining the day-to-day activities for the AESIS network, i.e. updating the website, writing
articles for newsletters/tweets and other tasks;
 Help extending the AESIS network membership by initiating partnerships and developing new
activities.
We offer:
 The possibility to (help) develop and organise international activities for a young network around
the theme of societal impact of science;
 Contact with international key experts and stakeholders on science funding, science policy and
research management and the possibility to take a visible network position for yourself;
 A position with much responsibility in a small, informal and dynamic organisation with many
learning opportunities;
 A working place in our offices in The Hague and an appropriate internship compensation.
We are looking for someone who:
 Is motivated, and likes to engage challenges;
 Enjoys organising and networking, and has demonstrable organisational experience;
 Has excellent command of the English and Dutch language, both verbally and in writing;
 Has a talent to communicate clearly and effectively;
 Is flexible and has no problem to work in an international and commercial environment.
Further Characteristics of the position:
 Availability for at least five months, starting in July/beginning of August 2017;
 Internship in the Master phase of an academic education or as work experience after finalising an
academic education.
If you are interested please send your CV and
motivational letter to Eline Kemperman, via
e.kemperman@aesisnet.com. More information
available at 070- 346 2505. The vacancy will close
once the most appropriate candidate found.

www.AESISnet.com

